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Crazy
The Asteroids Galaxy Tour

Crazy - Asteroids Galaxy Tour 

Accords : 
Gm : 355333
Cm : X35553
Dm : X57765
D# : X68886

Intro:  Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Dm - Dm )x2

Couplets : 

Suite d accords pour les couplets : Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - D# - Dm - Gm - Dm

     Gm     Cm
Higher
             Gm     Cm
you take me higher
                D#
my sweetest joy
        Dm
your my love
     Gm            Dm
your my fall

Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Dm - Dm 

    Gm      Cm
Fire
          Gm          Cm
i m your admire
             D#           D            Cm
yes well, blinded by the writings on the wall
    Cm     
on the wall

Chorus : 
                      Gm              Cm
it s going to get crazy
                    Gm              Cm
it s going to get mad
                     Gm              Cm
it s going to get hazy
            Dm          Dm
making me sad
                      Gm              Cm
it s going to get crazy



                    Gm              Cm
it s going to get mad
                     Gm              Cm
it s going to get hazy
         Dm          Dm
oo, so sad

    Gm    Cm
Oh no
           Gm      Cm
can we have no no
              D#              Dm        
please help me disapear for good
       Gm       Dm
for a while

Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Dm - Dm

   Gm   Cm
let go
         Gm           Cm
if only i could let go
            D#          Dm         Cm             Cm
of the echoes in my mind from this love cry- i..i..ing

Chorus :
                      Gm              Cm
it s going to get crazy
                    Gm              Cm
it s going to get mad
                     Gm              Cm
it s going to get hazy
            Dm          Dm
making me sad
                      Gm              Cm
it s going to get crazy
                    Gm              Cm
it s going to get mad
                     Gm              Cm
it s going to get hazy
         Dm          Dm
oo, so sad

Gm     Cm
longer
   Gm       Cm
not to much longer
        D#           Dm
can I run your race-less mile
    Gm        Dm
on my face



Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Gm - Cm - Dm - Dm

Gm     Cm
thunder
   Gm        Cm
my little wonder
         D#           Dm            Cm         Cm
we re more then closer to the end of our days

Chorus :
                      Gm              Cm
it s going to get crazy
                    Gm              Cm
it s going to get mad
                     Gm              Cm
it s going to get hazy
            Dm          Dm
making me sad
                      Gm              Cm
it s going to get crazy
                    Gm              Cm
it s going to get mad
                     Gm              Cm
it s going to get hazy
         Dm          Dm
oo, so sad


